Table S1. X-ray data collection and structure refinement statistics. Table S2 . Differential effects on enzyme activity of substitutions at conserved residues in the CacKam, KamB and NpmA SAM-binding pockets.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES S1-S5 Figure S1 . Interactions of W203 determine the β6/7 linker conformation. Table S1 . X-ray data collection and structure refinement statistics. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES FIGURE S1. Interactions of W203 determine the β6/7 linker conformation. A, The apo CacKam structure with a single molecule in the asymmetric unit highlighting the two major interactions that stabilize the novel β6/7 linker conformation: an intermolecular salt bridge between R206 with D21, and an intramolecular interaction involving double cation-π stacking around W203 by two Arg residues, R43 and R73. B, W203A-substituted CacKam crystallizes with a new packing arrangement (two molecules in the asymmetric unit) in which the β6/7 linker is unrestrained by crystal packing, and for which no density was observed to allow modeling of the loop in either molecule. Zoomed views of the region surrounding the disordered β6/7 linker in chains A and B are shown boxed on the right and left, respectively. C, A zoomed view of the structure of the β6/7 linker in chain B of the CacKam-W203A:SAM complex (equivalent to the left zoomed view for apo CacKam-W203A). Unambiguous density allowed modeling of the loop in a 'closed' conformation that caps the SAM-binding pocket. Residues shown (NpmA) or proposed (KamB and CacKam) to be involved in base flipping are additionally denoted by a black background.
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